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About us 
Postmedia Network Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Postmedia Network Canada Corp.
(TSX:PNC.A, PNC.B), is a Canadian newsmedia company representing more than 200 
brands across multiple print, online, and mobile platforms. Award-winning journalists and 
innovative product development teams bring engaging content to millions of people every 
week whenever and wherever they want it. This exceptional content, reach and scope 
offers advertisers and marketers compelling solutions to effectively reach target 
audiences. For more information, visit www.postmedia.com. 
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Category 
Best execution of native advertising 
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Overview- Behind the Moment 
Challenge:  
Ø   Assist, Aeroplan, an international loyalty program marketer build greater comprehension of program     

attributes while attracting new members.   
 
Content Building:  
Ø  Position Aeroplan as a trusted ally that enables busy members to share important moments with loved ones. 

Postmedia Works sourced and interviewed candidates from membership lists. 
Ø  9 long-form stories, 9 short profiles. 
Ø  All content was published to four platforms (print, tablet, mobile, desktop) and optimized to grow unique 

visits.  
 
Timing/Markets: Nov. 23, 2015 – Dec. 31, 2015  Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Calgary, Vancouver 
 
Print visibility:  
Ø  Full page story profiles plus custom infographic. Three insertions per market.  
Ø  Premium placement within the first half of A-section (general news). High circulation weekend dates.  
 
Digital visibility:  
Ø  Creation of a Behind the Moment sub-channel hosted under nationalpost.com/travel.  
Ø  Client received 100% brand share of voice and the creation of customized touch points including; presenting 

logo, video player, social share buttons, resource center and additional story widget. 
Ø  Organic navigation on desktop offered fixed visibility while combined with traffic drivers including; 

 - content module located on high traffic NP/News pages. 
 - co-branded 300x600 geo-targeted across Postmedia network 
 - Native ad units 
 - social media paid posts  

All promotional drivers were geo-targeted and audience targeted across our network and then continuously 
optimized to deliver highest performance.  
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Objectives 
 
Goal: 
  
Ø Drive visibility and comprehension of Aeroplan’s market fare and fixed mileage reward programs while generating 

engagement that encourages sharing of positive experiences.   
 
KPIs:  
 
Ø  Achieve broad reach. 
Ø  Generate a minimum of 30,000 custom content digital page views.  
Ø  Gain high story-page engagement: time spent, engagement rate, shares  
Ø  Impact brand sentiment by encouraging the sharing of stories.  

 
Metrics:  
 
Ø Audience reach, delivered impressions, page views, time spent on page, engagement percentages.  
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Results 
Goal    KPI    Metrics   Result 
 
Visibility    broad reach   impressions   4,224,000 gross newspaper impressions* 

          4,769,532 digital impressions delivered 
 
Digital page views   30,000 pv’s   page views   generated 54,215 custom story page views 
 
Reader engagement  surpass avg.  Benchmark   Achieved average of 2.20 minutes 

    time spent on pg      avg. 1.0 min.   time spent on page 
 
Brand sentiment/   content Links,  Benchmark   Achieved 2.12% overall engagement rate 
social sharing   Likes,shares, etc     avg. 1.0%     Achieved 3.58% against competitor fans 

          Achieved 3.71% against member fans 
          89,556 total content link clicks  

 
 
 
 
 
 
* Source NADBank 2015- based on gross daily readership X frequency 
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Creative 
Print 
3 insertions 
5 markets 
9 long profiles 
infographic 
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Digital 
9 profile stories 
9 mobile shortened 
stories 
9 snippet stories 
Resource center 
Video widget 

Native/Social 
Media 
Native units 
Social media Posts 
Co-brand units 



Creative 
Print 
3 insertions 
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9 long profiles 
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Creative 
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Digital 
Ø  9 profile stories 
(long-form and 
mobile shortened 
stories) 
Ø  9 snippet stories 
Ø Resource center 
Ø Video widget 
Ø  100% exclusive 
     Brand positions 

Behind the Moment 
Hub page 

On-page 
Aeroplan 
Resource center 

9 snippet story widget 
Behind the Moment  
Story pages 



Creative 
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Native/Social 
Media 
Native units 
Social media Posts 
Co-brand units 

 
Co-branded 
impressions 

 
Social media 
 Posts 

 
Native Ad 
 Posts 

 
54,215 pages generated 
50,222 unique viewers 

2.2 Min. 
Avg. time  
spent 
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THANK YOU 
Manon Landry |  Media Sales Consultant   
mlandry@postmedia.com | 514.710.0759 
 
Mark Gravel |  Manager Integrated Advertising   
mgravel@postmedia.com | 514.285.1455 
 
Cathy Boucek | Manager, Content Strategy   
cboucek@postmedia.com | 514.284.0040. ext. 3631 
 


